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Abstract. We investigate the problem of providing the simplest ex-
planation for explaining over-constrained – and hence – unsatisfiable
problems to a user. Computing a simple explanation can be seen as com-
puting a minimal unsatisfiable subset (MUS) of facts. If simplicity is
defined by the size of the explanation, then many applications aim to
find the smallest MUS. While some techniques can extract the smallest
MUSes given a set of unsatisfiable constraints, we have developed a tech-
nique to compute the optimal MUS (OMUS). The optimality criterion
refers to a given objective function. In this paper, we describe a novel
hybrid approach for solving the OMUS problem harnassing the power
of both SAT solvers and MIP solvers. Preliminary results show that the
bottleneck of our algorithm lies in the expensive calls to the MIP solver.
Inspired by recent work on MaxSAT solving, we observe that we can
further improve the efficiency of our algorithm by postponing the calls
to the MIP solver, without affecting the correctness of the approach.
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1 Introduction

With the widespread use of AI-based systems with more advanced reasoning
mechanism, it becomes increasingly important to explaining why and how certain
decisions are made. XAI, an emerging subfield of AI, aims to fill this gap of
transparency with the development of more trustworthy AI capable of explaining
their reasoning. Indeed, opening up the black-box is used for verifying correctness
of the system; to control for biased or systematically unfair decisions.

Explanations in constraint optimisation have been investigated before, most
notably for explaining over-constrained problems – and hence – unsatisfiable
problems to users. In our latest work [2], we explore the problem of step-wise
explaining how to solve constraint satisfaction problems with a focus on human-
interpretability. Despite the fact that we do not aim to explain over-constrained
problems, we will also internally make use of methods to extract a minimal set
of conflicting constraints often called a Minimal Unsatisfiable Subset (MUS) or
minimal unsatisfiable core.



The difficulty of generating the explanations lies in efficiently computing an
easy-to-grasp sequence of explanations without having to explore the whole prob-
lem search space. In particulary, the many expensive calls to MUSes extractions
methods to compute the next best explanation of an inference step form the
main bottleneck of the algorithm. Furthermore, MUS algorithms typically find
an unsatisfiable core that is subset-minimal. That means if size is taken as a
measure of simplicity of explanations, we do not have the guarantee to find the
optimal ones. Especially in our case, where a cost function kicks in to quantify
human-interpretability of an explanation.

Inspired by advances in MaxSAT solving and MUS extraction, we tackle
the problem of efficiently computing the optimal explanation. In this paper,
we present a novel method for computing the optimal MUS (OMUS) of an
unsatisfiable formula with respect to an objective function. We propose a hybrid
approach harnassing the power of MIP and Sat solvers to solve the Optimal
Minimal Unsatisfiable Subset problem. We further improve the efficiency of the
OMUS algorithm by postponing the calls to the MIP solver using heuristics
without impacting correctness of the approach.

The paper is structured as follows. First, basic definitions are provided in
section 2. Section 3 then reviews the smallest MUS algorithm and relates it to
the MaxHS approach. Section 4 shows how the SMUS algorithm can be extended
to MUS extraction with respect to an optimality criterion. Then, the issue of
performance is addressed by postponing optimization similar to the MaxHS-
nonOPT approach. In section 5, we discuss outlooks on future research.

2 Background

Let F be a boolean propositional formula in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF).
A CNF formula F is a conjuction of clauses (ex: F = {c1∧c2∧c3}) each having a
positive integer or infinite weight wi ∀i ∈ {1..|C|} with |C| the number of clauses
in F . Each clause is defined as a disjunction of literals (ex: C1 = {l1 ∨ l2 ∨¬l3}).
A literal is defined as an atom or its negation (true or false). A model is a truth
assignment to the variables of F that satisfies F . F is said to be unsatisfiable if
there does not exist model of F , i.e. a satisfying truth assignment to the variables
of F .

Formally, we define a Minimum Unsatisfiable Subset (MUS), as a set of
clauses that taken together are unsatisfiable, but if any of the clauses are re-
moved then the reduced formula becomes satisfiable.

Definition 1. A subset S ⊆ F is a Maximal Satisfiable Subset (MSS) iff S
is satisfiable and ∀ S ⊂ S ′, S ′ is unsatisfiable.

Definition 2. A subset C ⊆ F is a Minimal Correction Subset (MCS) iff
∀ C′ ⊂ C to F \ C′ is unsatisfiable.

It is well-known that an MCS C is the complement of an MSS S = F \ C (and
vice versa).



Definition 3. Given a collection of sets K, a minimal hitting set h is defined
as a cardinality-minimal set such that ∀ C ∈ K, h ∩ C 6= ∅.

In fact, for a collection of sets K there exist multiple possible minimal hitting
sets on K. Consequently, we define the minimum hitting set as:

Definition 4. Let K be a collection of sets and HS(K) be the collection of all
minimal hitting sets on K. A hitting set hs is a minimum hitting set if ∀ h′ ∈
HS(K) : |hs| ≤ |h′|.

We also know from [7,8] that MCSes and MUSes are linked through minimal
hitting sets:

Proposition 1. Given an F , let MUSes(F), be the Minimal Unsatisfiable Sub-
sets of F and MCSes(F), be the Minimal Correction Subsets of F:

A subset C ⊂ F is an MCS of F iff C is a minimal hitting set of MUSes(F);

A subset U ⊂ F is a MUS of F iff U is a minimal hitting set of MCSes(F);

The duality of proposition 1 is fundamental to explaining how we can com-
pute the SMUS in section 3. In section 4, we further exploit this proposition for
computing the OMUS for a given unsatisfiable CNF formula F .

3 SMUS

In this section, we describe the SMUS algorithm introduced in [6] and relate it to
the MaxHS approach to MaxSAT solving.

The smallest MUS is formally defined as:

Proposition 2. A set U ⊆ F is an SMUS of F iff U is a minimum hitting
set of MCSes(F).

At every iteration, the SMUS algorithm computes a minimum hitting set hs
over the collection of MCSes of F . The corresponding formula is then checked
for satisfiability, two cases are possible: (i) If hs is satisfiable, then the hitting
set is grown to an MSS and its complement, an MCS, is added to K. (ii) If hs
is unsatisfiable, then the algorithm stops and hs is guaranteed to be an SMUS
using lemma 1:

Proposition 3. Let K ⊆ MCSes(F) Then a subset U of F is an SMUS if U
is a minimum hitting set on K and U is unsatisfiable.

Note that according to the lemma 3 [6], it is not necessary to enumerate all
MCSes of F to compute the SMUS. The algorithm can terminate as soon as a
minimum hitting set is a MUS.



MaxHS

The MaxHS algorithm introduced by Davies and Bacchus [4] can be seen as the
dual of the SMUS algorithm. Similar to the SMUS algorithm, the MaxHS algo-
rithm will also iteratively compute minimum cost hitting sets but on the set of
unsatisfiable cores K. Again, two cases are possible:

(i) If the complements F \hs is satisfiable, hs is a minimal correction subset
is found – and hence – F \ hs is a MaxSAT solution of F .

(ii) If it is unsatisfiable, the SAT solver reduces the complement to an un-
satisfiable core and adds it to the K.

While the core of both algorithms is similar, they differ on the way the hitting
sets are computed. More precisely, the SMUS approach only uses a SAT solver
exploiting incremental MaxSAT solving [3]. MaxHS exploits the fact that finding
a minimum cost hitting set is a combinatorial problem. Therefore, the hitting
set problem is formulated as a Linear Integer Program into the Mixed Integer
Programming (MIP) solver, and does not require using a SAT solver to check
for satisfiability. In the next section, we show how the optimizations of the MaxHS
[5], are directly transferable on the OMUS algorithm for improving its efficiency.

4 Optimal Minimum Unsatisfiable Subset

In this section, we first introduce the notion of OMUS and extend the smallest
MUS approach [6] to compute optimal MUS with respect to an objective func-
tion. We further improve the efficiency of the OMUS algorithm using ideas from
the improved MaxHS algorithm [5].

Definition 5. A MUS of F with an optimal value w.r.t an objective function
f is called an Optimal Minimal Unsatisfiable Subset (OMUS).

Similar to computing the SMUS, the OMUS requires computing minimum
hitting sets with respect to f :

Definition 6. Let K be a collection of sets, HS(K) the set of all hitting sets on
K and let f be an monotonic objective function. A hitting set h ∈ HS(K) is said
to be an optimal hitting set if ∀ h′ ∈ HS(K) we have that f(h) ≤ f(h′) with
respect to f.

While any objective function is applicable for OMUSes, the set of possible
objective functions is constrained to monotonic functions to guarantee that the
algorithm 1 presented below finds the OMUS.

Definition 7. Given a CNF Formula F , let f : 2F → R be a mapping of a sets
of clauses to real numbers. f is said to be a monotonic objective function if for
any subsets A, B of F if A ⊆ B then f(A) ≤ f(B).

The OMUS is then computed using the following observation:



Proposition 4. A set U ⊆ F is an OMUS of F iff U is an optimal hitting set
of MCSes(F).

Lemma 1 specifies that, in practice, it is not required to enumerate all MCSes
of F . The algorithm only requires finding an optimal hitting set on MCSes(F)
tat is unsatisfiable.

Lemma 1. Let K ⊆ MCSes(F). Then a subset U of F is an OMUS if U is a
optimal hitting set on K and U is unsatisfiable.

OMUS algorithm

Algorithm 1 generalizes the SMUS algorithm. Line 3 marks the fundamental dif-
ference between the 2 approaches. While both algorithms repeatedly look for
minimum cost hitting sets, for SMUS cost relates to the size of the hitting set,
while for OMUS, cost relates to the objective function.

Algorithm 1: OMUS(F , f)

1 K ← ∅
2 while true do
3 hs← FindMinCostHittingSet(K, f) // Find optimal solution

4 (sat?, κ) ← SatSolver(hs)
// If SAT, κ contains the satisfying truth assignment

// IF UNSAT, hs is the OMUS

5 if not sat? then
6 return (hs,K)
7 end
8 MSS ← Grow(hs)
9 K ← K ∪ {F \MSS}

10 end

From proposition 1, if hs is unsatisfiable, that means it hits all MCSes(F).
Furthermore, hs is also a cost optimal hitting set on K. It means that if we add
any MCS to K, the cost of other hitting sets will either increase in cost or remain
the same.

Note if we assign a weight to all clauses equal to the number of literals it
contains, then we reduce the problem of finding an optimal hitting set back to
finding the minimum hitting set.

Inspired by the approach of Davies and Bacchus [4], the optimal hitting set
problem is formulated as a Linear integer Program and encoded into the MIP
solver. Contrary to the SMUS algorithm, which uses the SAT solver to compute
minimum hitting sets.

The implementation of the grow procedure can be achieved in different ways.
In fact, we could call a weighted partial MaxSAT solver to find the maximal
satisfiable subset of clauses grown from the hitting set. In practice, we use a
greedy approximation strategy to find a sastisfying assignment favoring literals



that will satisfy the most clauses of highest weights. More precisely, we rank the
clauses based on the ratio of weight to the number of literals not yet assigned in
the clause.

Postponing optimization for MaxHS

Davies et al. [5] observed that the execution time of MaxHS is dominated by the
numerous calls to the MIP solver. Therefore, in an effort to reduce the number
of expensive calls to the MIP solver, they introduce 2 non-optimal alternatives
(greedy and incremental) for computing the hitting sets.

The computation of non-optimal solutions adds valuable feasibility constraints
to the optimal hitting set problem before having to compute the optimal one.
Furthermore, both approximate hitting set algorithms are cheap to compute,
yet the improvement on the standard MaxHS makes it more robust to solving
MaxSAT.

OMUS with postponed optimization

A preliminary empirical analysis of the execution time of the OMUS algorithm
is run using boolean satisfiability instances from the MaxSAT evaluation bench-
marks [1].
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Fig. 1: Histogram of the percentage of runtime spent in SAT solving, in growing and
calls to the MIP solver for solved and unsolved instances

Figure 1 highlights the preliminary results of this analysis for both solved and
unsolved instances (instances exceeding the runtime treshold of 1800 seconds).
Our observations show that the solving time is clearly dominated by the many
calls to the MIP solver similar to the results in [5]. The improved OMUS-
nonOPT algorithm (algorithm 2) uses a similar approach to the MaxHS-
nonOPT algorithm of [5].



However, we choose to delay the first call to optimization solver based on the
observation that we do not bootstrapH with MCSes(F), thus saving a call to the
SAT solver. In practice, we observe that this helps in finding cheap hitting sets
quickly especially for crafted instances of the MaxSAT evaluation benchmark.

Algorithm 2: OMUS-nonOPT(F , fcost)
1 K ← ∅
2 mode ← mode greedy
3 while true do
4 while true do
5 switch nonOptLevel do
6 case mode incr
7 hs← FindIncrementalHittingSet(K, C, hs)
8 case mode greedy
9 hs← FindGreedyHittingSet(K)

10 end
11 (sat?, κ) ← SatSolver(hs)
12 if not sat? then
13 switch nonOptLevel do
14 case mode incr
15 mode ← mode greedy
16 case mode greedy
17 mode ← mode opt
18 break

19 end

20 else
21 C ← F \ Grow(hs)
22 K ← K ∪ {C}
23 mode ← mode incr

24 end
25 hs← OptimalHittingSet(K, fcost)
26 (sat?, κ) ← SatSolver(hs)

// If SAT, κ contains the satisfying truth assignment

// IF UNSAT, hs is the OMUS

27 if not sat? then
28 break
29 end
30 C ← F \ Grow(hs)
31 K ← K ∪ {C}
32 end
33 return (hs′, fcost(hs))

The improved version starts the main loop with two approximation algo-
rithms: incremental (line 7) and greedy (line 9). Since the hitting set has not
been computed yet, we use a greedy algorithm to quickly find a hitting set. The
algorithm then falls back on the incremental algorithm.



FindIncrementalHittingSet could add any clause from the previous MCS
to the current hitting set hs, but instead we choose to add the clause with
highest frequency in H. Intuitively, this takes away the clauses that appear in
many known MCSes, and thus the newly found grown hitting set is more likely
to intersect with only a few of the known MCSes. Considering that we want to
find the optimal MUS, i.e. the MUS with least cost, we break ties by selecting the
clause with highest frequency, but with the lowest weight. The same reasoning
can also be applied to the greedy algorithm.

Once algorithm 2 fails to find any new satisfiable hitting sets using the two
approximation algorithms, the algorithm cannot postpone the optimization call
any further and has to call the optimization solver. Likewise, the algorithm stops
if the SAT solver is unable to find a satisfying assignment meaning that it has
found the OMUS. Note that if we remove lines 4 and 31, we end up with the
original OMUS algorithm.

We test the omus-nonOPT algorithm on a few of the easy instances, and
display the distribution of the execution times in figure 2. Table 1 compares, for
part of the instances, the number of iterations using the OMUS algorithm (#
opt.), and the number of calls to the optimizer (# opt.), incremental (# incr.)
and greedy (# greedy.) heuristics of the OMUS-nonOPT algorithm. These
empirical results demonstrate that by postponing optimization we are able to
shift the part of the computation to cheap approximate alternatives.
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Fig. 2: Histogram of the percent-
age of runtime spent on MIP solver
(blue) vs non-optimal algorithms
(green) for easy instances

OMUS OMUS-nonOPT
p # steps # opt. # incr. # greedy
1 409 7 155 9
2 638 4 203 8
3 552 1 2967 108
4 717 3 184 5
5 1312 5 274 9

Table 1: Distribution of the number of
calls in OMUS-nonOPT vs. the number
of calls to the optimisation solver of the
OMUS

5 Challenges and Future work

We have introduced a new algorithm for computing the OMUS and the results of
postponing optimization to boost its efficiency are encouraging. Potential further
improvements to the OMUS algorithm are to examine the bounds based on the
objective value computed by the hitting set heuristics. In future work, we intend
to investigate alternative approaches to solving the OMUS problem, such as
encoding the problem using weighted Quantified Boolean Formulae (Quantified
MaxSAT) or taking inspiration from other MaxSAT algorithms.
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